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About This Game

Open your mind and discover your power as you explore the world of Spectromancer! A turn-based online fantasy card game,
co-designed by Magic: The Gathering's Richard Garfield and Alexey Stankevich, creator of Astral Tournament and Astral

Masters, Spectromancer allows players to participate in a magical duel against other mages by strategically summoning creatures
and casting spells.

Play as one of six powerful types of wizards and take on the corrupt council of magic and its innumerable minions. Each mage
uses five magical elements during a duel - Fire, Water, Air, Earth and a fifth related to the specific mage type. Using one of six
mage types in the game, Clerics, Mechanicians, Necromancers, Chaosmasters, Dominators and Illusionists, players duel against

the computer or against other online players live. By adding new spells and new allies to your side, players will open new
strategic options to master.

Spectromancer provides a varied pallet of foes and environments that force players to watch every turn of a card. Each player
takes on a journey of discovery reflected in the tricks they master as a player, with the challenges increasing in multi-player,

Spectromancer pits players against hundreds of challenges of amazing tactical depth.

Co-designed by Richard Garfield, the creator of Magic: The Gathering

A turn-based strategy game with an elegant interface and great depth

Wide variety of spells and mages gives nearly endless replay value

Multiple levels of difficulty to provide player of all skill levels a challenge
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Play as one of six different types of mages, each with unique spells and strategies

Pit yourself against players from around the world in multi-player play

Build your character's spells and abilities over time in the extensive campaign
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Wanted to give this a recommendation but there's a few MAJOR issues that should not be present in a collection of games that
are easily emulated and run better on just about every other platform than this collection. Also, this version cost me in a race for
a marathon, so, if you are thinking of speedrunning find an emulator\/rom or buy a cart 2nd hand for 30 ish dollars (and any
NES playing console you can find) instead.

Kid Dracula is good, but translation is terrible.
Castlevania 1 has the worst possible version and many known audio\/lag\/freezing issues
Apparently now I know that the collection also has major lag issues on other games as well when it's not the only thing open on
your computer. Konami, get your stuff together, put it in a backpack, and fix your collection. I'm about ready to ask for a
refund.. I LUV BLAKEPS MEC EDITION
ITS FUN PLEYING WIT MY ASPYR FRIENDS
SO MANY PEEPUL PLEY THIS GAEM
I CAN THINK OF JUST OVER 2 SERVERS THAT PEEPUL ACTUALLY PLEY ON!!!!!1!
I WOOD RECUMMEND THIS GAEM TO ANYONE WIT A MEC. Used to love these games as a kid. Doesn't get any easier
though!. Hi, my name is RoX. So, you\u2019re thinking of purchasing Obludia and you are looking for advice. Well you've
come to the right place. I know my twin stick shooters, I love my twin stick shooters, and possibly could be considered the
foremost authority on the genre and Obludia, being of the twin stick genre was a must buy purchase for me.

Let me ask you the reader of my review one question, what part of the trailer looked "old school"? You don't have to give me
your answer, I bring this up only to provoke thought, because in my opinion about .01% of it was. Everything about this game is
poorly emulated "old school" all the way down to the sound! It feels and plays more like an Andriod "app" and well "apps" are
far from old school.

This is more of a question for the developers because I've been wondering if they have to pay royalties to Edmund? Before
going into this game I did expect some knockoffs but not to this degree! Seriously this has may have 1% of original content and
most like the only reason it has seen sales. Though *DO NOT* expect rogue-like in any sense of the word. There is very
little variety and they are generic.

The game feels like it lacks any forethought, balancing, or polishing, the A.I. is bland, power ups are not exciting, and
the fights are not epic but on the other hand it does have some pluses too.

First, it\u2019s a twin stick and it almost does it well but in no way does it feel complete. Seriously this should be in
early access still looking to add more content it but maybe that\u2019s where the developers are trying to pull off the
tag "old school".

The only other thing this game has going for it are the controls but there is nothing here to justify charging $10. Oh
yeah, I was able to recuperate $.80 selling the Steam trading cards and I\u2019m digging for positives now.
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Bottom line, there is *MAYBE* $.79 to $.99 worth of content here and if this were still in early access and new content
was being added, and this was really being made into an "Arcade Style Shooter" we wouldn't be having this
discussion.. Been looking for a decent map maker app for D&D and nothing quite hit the mark.
Even quite expensive options seemed really awkward and clunky.
This, so far, is abso-blooming-lutely brilliant!
I just exported a map to PDF and it set the thing up with the right number of pages to print off without any fuss.
Far easier than faffing about with photoshop or InDesign, quite honestly. This dlc doesn't have Taiawn's Flag.
\u9019\u500bDLC\u6c92\u6709\u53f0\u7063\u570b\u65d7. ENG:

Pretty fun & nice bussiness simulator game, referral! :3

FIN:

Todella hauska ja hyv\u00e4 bisness simulaattori peli, suositteluni! :3
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Your actions have no impact on anything. You don't actually have any objectives, you can undertake missions but they don't
actually have any impact on anything so why bother. So in short the game sets you no real goals, anything you do has no impact
on the world, which isn't exactly what one would want from a spy game.. Ok hold on, I JUST bought this..
DUDE! If you want a japanese themed pack for your game GET THIS! I'll probably give more praise when I look at the tiles
themselves, but the MUSIC.

 Ok, in cat terms, I almost fell down and broke my tail jamming to the VERY oriental tunes presented here. Some upbeat music
is here for the "Capital" of your Asian or Japanese themed city. There is AMAZING music for your shrines. And some temple
music as well. There are some good sliding door sounds and cicadas chirping and other sound effects and some music effects, a
couple for inns and some 'gag' sounds too.

 There are a couple of 'sample' maps made seen in the screen shots here the pack comes with, but just 1 page of japanese
looking stuff for you to use in a tile set. This isn't really a bad price. I picked this up on sale for $4.99 USD.
Not a TON of stuff in this pack but every bit was high quality.. Nauseating and just plain awful. Couldn't get past the first 10
seconds. I want my $0.99 back.... Even though it's still an early product, I say it's the best next game for Smash T.V tribute
games so far. Defenitly worth $4.99 of my time.. If you want to extend your vocabulary, then this game is recommended for
you. From a long word, you need to break them down into simplier words and you can view their meanings as well. Words
progress as level rises.

The achievements of this game is easy but it may take awhile because the achievements are level-based. You will be awarded an
achievement every time you reach a particular level. Gaining new words is the compensation for playing it for long hours, take it
as an alternative Meriam-Webster Dictionary online.

Enjoy the game. Recommended for gamers who likes their brain to function and gain and understand certain words for daily
preferences.. HMS VICTORY RULE BRITANNIA. Very nice blend of generative music and puzzles. Nice to see a music game
that isn't a note reading exercise. I wish the levels were bigger though, that they transformed into more layers or similar. Right
now, at least for easy levels, you get an abrubt break in the nice music the game and the puzzle solution is creating.. better
graphics and alot of bug fixes but your paying for a patch,still a good game
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